Chemical Structure of Nitrogen-Doped Graphene with Single Platinum Atoms and Atomic Clusters as a Platform for the PEMFC Electrode
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ABSTRACT: A platform for producing stabilized Pt atoms and clusters through the combination of an N-doped graphene support and atomic layer deposition (ALD) for the Pt catalysts was investigated using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). It was determined, using imaging and spectroscopy techniques, that a wide range of N-dopant types entered the graphene lattice through covalent bonds without largely damaging its structure. Additionally and most notably, Pt atoms and atomic clusters formed in the absence of nanoparticles. This work provides a new strategy for experimentally producing stable atomic and subnanometer cluster catalysts, which can greatly assist the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) development by producing the ultimate surface area to volume ratio catalyst.

1. INTRODUCTION

Alternative energy sources have become a key research interest in the quest to address environmental degradation and the depletion of nonrenewable fuel sources. As a promising candidate for environmentally benign electric power generation technology, proton-exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) have drawn a great deal of attention thanks to their fast start-up,1 high power density,1 and low or zero emissions.2 Currently, platinum (Pt) has proven to perform the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) as a homocatalyst at the cathode of the PEMFC most efficiently,3 however, Pt-based electrocatalysts and their associated electrodes can be the largest expense during the production of the PEMFC.4 Downsizing Pt catalysts to subnanometer clusters could significantly increase catalytic activity by enhancing the surface area to volume ratio, resulting in additional active sites and a decreased overall cost by reducing the total mass of Pt per electrode. Other limitations plaguing the efficiency and mass-production of the PEMFC include catalyst degradation through operation,5 nonuniform Pt distribution,6 and low-surface area electrode supports.5

Conventionally, C black supports with Pt nanoparticles are used in PEMFCs. Recently, graphene supports have been investigated, as this remarkable two-dimensional material exhibits high electrical conductivity,7 mechanical robustness,8 and a high surface area.7 The intrinsic nature of the strong sp² chemical bonds composing the graphene lattice does not readily permit the chemisorption of Pt on the graphene surface, thus the Pt atoms migrate to edge locations where free dangling bonds are available;9 unfortunately, this high mobility results in a poor catalyst distribution and possibly enhanced particle agglomeration.6 Functionalization is a common method used to create binding sites on the graphene lattice through the introduction of dopant atoms.10,11 A wealth of knowledge is available in the literature on various types of nitrogen-dopants (N-dopants) in N-doped graphene, consisting of amino-, pyridinic-, pyrrolic-, and graphitic-dopants.12−14 It has been experimentally reported that the N-doping increases the efficiency of the PEMFC in comparison to conventional supports, as it increases the dispersion of the Pt catalyst,12 prevents Pt agglomeration,15 and participates in the ORR as active sites for catalysis.16−18 The significance of each type of N-dopant on the ORR is controversial in the scientific literature, as direct observation of the origin of the active source for ORR between graphitic-N and pyridinic-N. Through their own calculations and ORR reaction scheme, they determined that the debate on the active site may be due to the transformation of a graphitic-type dopant into a...
pyridinic-type dopant during the ORR process. It has also been proposed, through simulations, that graphitic-type\textsuperscript{15} and pyrrolic-type\textsuperscript{20} doping induces a positive charge on the adjacent C atom due to the increased electronegativity of the N atom, resulting in the C atom acting as a potential molecular adsorption site. Through DFT calculations, Ni et al.\textsuperscript{21} demonstrated that graphitic-type doping offers the lowest overall energy barrier for the dissociation of O\textsubscript{2}, thus suggesting that the graphitic-dopant is the most active for the ORR.

A method to increase the surface area to volume ratio of the Pt catalyst is through tuning the deposition process. Pt is commonly deposited through solution synthesis, electro-deposition, and physical sputtering;\textsuperscript{22} however, the use of atomic layer deposition (ALD) has been shown to create particles with an average size of 2 to 5 nm\textsuperscript{23–25} and in particular cases ultrasmall nanoparticles (<1 nm)\textsuperscript{11} and single atoms\textsuperscript{26} have been produced. The effect of Pt atoms and clusters on ORR is also debated in scientific literature, as the consistent production of Pt clusters is hardly achievable, and substrate effects need to be considered. Toyoda et al.\textsuperscript{26} demonstrated through calculations that chemisorbed small Pt clusters (less than 4 atoms) on defective graphene results in a larger d-band separation from the Fermi energy and can lead to greater ORR efficiency. Further, additional calculations by Zhou et al.\textsuperscript{27} showed that small Pt clusters (Pt\textsubscript{4}) have the largest average H\textsubscript{2} dissociative chemisorption energy and H atom desorption energy, which suggests that the formation of very small clusters, consisting of few Pt atoms, will drastically increase the catalytic activity of the anode. As suggested through calculations,\textsuperscript{27,28} the use of Pt atoms and clusters should exhibit an enhanced catalytic efficiency compared to conventional Pt nanoparticles on C black, due to the increased rate of the H oxidation and the ORR.

Although studies have shown successful deposition of the Pt atoms and clusters, they lack experimental evidence of the correlation of the Pt structure and location with respect to the structure of the graphene nanosheets and N-dopant sites. This is crucial for understanding and optimizing the production of Pt atoms and clusters in the absence of nanoparticles. The effect of the graphene structure, specific N-dopants, and the Pt size (atomic to subnanometer clusters) on the catalytic activity can only be understood and optimized through detailed characterization of the material’s structure at the atomic scale. Through the use of transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the N-doped graphene and Pt catalyst are here fully characterized. We show that the combination of N-doped graphene and ALD Pt generates clusters and single atoms, resulting in a catalyst with a high surface area to volume ratio for the PEMFC. Specifically, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging were utilized the structural information of the graphene lattice and the Pt distribution. Electron diffraction and electron-energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) were used to investigate the quality of the N-doped graphene, local variation of N content, and the site preference of N in the lattice. These techniques ultimately provide a full understanding of the material structure, thus deeming them as invaluable tools and techniques for material optimization.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Material Preparation. 2.1.1. Graphene and N-Doped Graphene. Graphene nanosheets were first synthesized via a modified Hummers method,\textsuperscript{28,29} which involves graphite oxidation, thermal exfoliation, and chemical reduction. In detail, natural graphite powder (1 g, 99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was first stirred in concentrated sulphuric acid (H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}, 23 mL), followed by an addition of sodium nitrate (NaNO\textsubscript{3}, 0.5 g) at room temperature. The stirring persisted for 16 h, where the mixture was then cooled to 0 °C. Potassium permanganate (K\textsubscript{2}MnO\textsubscript{4}, 3 g) was then added to the solution. After 2 h, the solution formed a green slurry around a temperature of 35 °C, which was stirred for another 3 h. Subsequently, 46 mL of deionized water (H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}) was slowly added into the slurry at a temperature of approximately 98 °C. The suspension temperature was maintained for 30 min before it was further diluted with another addition of H\textsubscript{2}O and hydrogen peroxide (H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}, 140 mL). The suspension was subsequently filtered and washed until it reached a neutral pH, where it was then dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C to obtain graphite oxide (GO). To transform the GO to graphene, the as-synthesized GO was heated around 1050 °C in an Ar atmosphere for 30 s in a tube furnace. N-doped graphene was further obtained by heating the graphene powder under high purity ammonia/Ar at 900 °C.\textsuperscript{30}

For the purpose of being used as a reference material, a commercially available TEM grid containing graphene was purchased from Graphene Supermarket (product information available at https://graphene-supermarket.com/). The graphene was produced through the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method and consisted of 1 to 6 layers.\textsuperscript{31} The supplier provided directly transferred graphene on a 300 mesh Cu TEM grid with an amorphous lacey C support.\textsuperscript{31}

2.1.2. ALD of Pt on N-Doped Graphene. Pt was deposited on N-doped graphene by ALD (Savannah 100, Cambridge Nanotechnology Inc., USA) using (methylcyclopentadienyl)-trimethylplatinum (MeCpPtMe\textsubscript{3}, Aldrich, purity 98%) and O\textsubscript{2} (99.999%) as precursors, and N\textsubscript{2} (99.9995%) as the purge gas. The apparatus used for ALD consists of a wall reactor with an outlet leading to a vacuum pump, which also prevents air from entering the system. The inlet was connected to a system of valves that controlled the delivery of the purge gas and precursors. To increase the heat transfer from the stage to the N-doped graphene, hot wall conditions were replicated by placing the N-doped graphene powder inside a machined stainless steel container with a perforated Al lid. The container for the N-doped graphene was then placed inside the reactor directly on the heated stage. The wall and stage temperatures of the reactor were kept at 150 and 250 °C, respectively. The container for MeCpPtMe\textsubscript{3} was kept at 65 °C, providing a steady state flux of MeCpPtMe\textsubscript{3} to the reactor.\textsuperscript{24} Each ALD cycle consisted of a 1 s MeCpPtMe\textsubscript{3} pulse, followed by a 20 s N\textsubscript{2} purge, and a subsequent 5 s O\textsubscript{2} pulse.

2.2. Microscopy. The N-doped graphene powders were transferred to a 200-mesh copper grid with a lacey amorphous C support via the dry-press method. The samples were examined with an 80 kV electron source to reduce knock-on damage to the graphene.\textsuperscript{32,33} In addition, the high electrical conductivity of the N-doped graphene inherently reduces the possibility of ionization damage to the sample.\textsuperscript{34} HRTEM and HAADF experiments were performed with an FEI Titan 80–300 Cubed TEM equipped with a monochromator, hexapole-based aberration correctors (Corrected Electron Optical Systems GmbH) for the image and probe lenses, and a high brightness field emission gun (XFEG). For HRTEM, the spherical-aberration correction of the objective lens was set to a negative C\textsubscript{c} configuration\textsuperscript{34} with a monochromated beam. Similarly, HAADF-STEM was performed with the aberration-corrected...
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EELS and nanoprobe diffraction experiments were carried out with an FEI 80−300 Cryo-Twin TEM equipped with a monochromator, and a Schottky field emission gun (SFEG). Specifically, the energy loss near edge structure (ELNES) from the EEL spectra was extracted to understand the bonding environment of the C, N, and O atoms. The EELS acquisition for the N−K edge was performed in STEM mode with the spectrum imaging technique implemented by the GATAN Digital Micrograph software, using the monochromator to achieve an energy resolution of 0.08 eV as measured from the full width at half-maximum of the zero-loss peak. The low N concentration in the graphene and small cross-section of the N−K edge increases the difficulty in collecting the ELNES.35 Long acquisition times ranging from 3.0 to 4.0 s/pixel were utilized to acquire the N−K edge with a high signal-to-noise ratio to ensure the fine structure corresponding to each N-dopant was resolved. A dispersion of 0.1 eV/pixel was used for EELS acquisition of the C−K and the N−K edges with the areas carefully monitored before and after acquisition of the spectra to ensure contamination from surface hydrocarbons did not influence the fine structures. The EEL spectra containing the O−K edge were acquired on the FEI Titan 80−300 Cubed with a dispersion of 0.2 eV/pixel for simultaneous acquisition of C−K, N−K, and O−K edges. The background of the EEL spectra were removed using a power-law fit.36 Lastly, the energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) data was acquired with an FEI Tecnai-Osiris microscope equipped with a Super-EDX spectrometer and a single aligned excitation voltage of 200 kV.

The quantification and processing of the HAADF images to determine the location of Pt with respect to the graphene edges were carried out as follows. A band-pass filter was first applied to the HAADF images in order to determine the Pt atom locations. Images were then smoothed with a Gaussian blur, and the local gradients (Sobel filter) were examined to determine the position of the edges of the graphene sheets. Lastly, the Pt atoms and graphene edge outlines were then superimposed on the original image.

Quantification of the sample composition was determined using EELS edges. The concentration of the N and O were calculated using the quantification routine in the GATAN

Figure 1. (a) HAADF image after 150 Pt ALD cycles on N-doped graphene. The edges of the graphene sheets are labeled in orange, indicating that the thermally exfoliated graphene does not consist of single sheets. (b) HRTEM micrographs were acquired from commercially obtained graphene, (c) the edge of an N-doped graphene sheet (Cs = −40 μm), and (d) the bulk area of N-doped graphene after 50 ALD cycles (Cs = −15 μm). The commercial graphene contains floating hydrocarbons encircled in blue. The lower inset in panel c shows a general overview of the N-doped graphene sheets (scale bar 1 μm). Fourier transform diffractograms are displayed in top insets of b, c, and d and illustrate the characteristic hexagonal structure of graphene. The 12 elongated diffraction spots highlighted with circles (green and blue) in (d) are a result of two main grain orientations, while the broadening of the diffraction spots can be attributed to stacking misorientations, defects in the graphene lattice, and lattice folding within the field of analysis. The top inset in (d) suggests that the short-range order of the hexagonal lattice is maintained.

corrector tuned to minimize spherical aberration in the probe-forming lens.
Digital Micrograph software with the Hartree-Slater cross-section model and the extraction of the signals of the N–K and O–K edges relative to the C–K edge.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Graphene. Graphene obtained from thermal exfoliation of GO is susceptible to incomplete exfoliation at reduced temperature and time, thus producing few-layer graphene (FLG) as observed by the fringes induced by folding in Figure 1a (orange arrows indicating fringe locations) and the overview of the N-doped FLG sheet in the bottom inset of Figure 1c. The defects inflicted on the graphene lattice by the thermal exfoliation and the incorporation of N-dopants can be visualized with HRTEM images in single-layer graphene, as illustrated by Gómez-Navarro et al.38 and Meyer et al.39,40 For the use of qualitative analysis and comparison, Figure 1b of commercially produced CVD graphene illustrates the characteristic hexagonal lattice of graphene with slight contamination from hydrocarbons floating on the surface as islands (encircled in blue in Figure 1b). While the CVD-grown graphene is not defect-free, in qualitative comparison, the N-doped graphene is highly defective on the long-range, as suggested by the multitude of grain boundaries and layers from the edges of the N-doped graphene sheets in the HRTEM image (Figure 1c) with confirmation from the computed diffractograms (Figure 1c,d, top inset). In the short-range, the complex hexagonal lattice of the N-doped FLG is visible in the thin regions of the N-doped graphene edge (Figure 1c), where the computed diffractogram of the bulk area image (Figure 1d, top inset) confirms the presence of the hexagonal lattice of graphene. Two sets of hexagonal elongated spots in the diffractogram (encircled in blue and green) indicate that the N-doped graphene in this area contains two main grain orientations. Anisotropic broadening of the diffraction spots can be observed in the diffractograms originating from the N-doped graphene, while distinct diffraction spots are observed for the CVD-grown graphene. The angular broadening is attributed to multiple low- and high-angle misorientations, likely due to the defects present in the lattice, lattice folding, and the presence of misoriented sheets within and between graphene layers.41,42 Such information is also confirmed by selected area diffraction from a different area of the sample (see Supporting Information, Figure S1). Most importantly, the obvious hexagonal arrangement of the computed diffraction pattern reveals that the short-range graphene structure is maintained after N-doping.

The nature of the local environment of the C atoms in the FLG was studied through a comparison of the C–K edge ELNES of the N-doped graphene (Figure 2a, green plot) to the amorphous C support on the TEM grid (Figure 2a, red plot) and commercial graphene (Figure 2a, black plot). While a first inspection reveals similarities in the overall shape of the three spectra, the sharp $\pi^*$ peak (labeled as C1) and $\sigma^*$ peak (C2) of the C–K edge of the N-doped graphene bear strong similarities to the pure graphene ELNES spectrum, as opposed to the weak $\pi^*$ and broad $\sigma^*$ peak of the amorphous C where C is in the $sp^2$ configuration. It is clear that the excitonic peak at approximately 292 eV in C2 is present in both the pure graphene and the N-doped graphene, while it is absent in the amorphous C–K edge. This suggests that defects introduced from the N-doping process do not affect the very short-range order (i.e., the C is still mostly in trigonal coordination) and the hybridization of the C atoms in a detectable way, which is likely due to the small concentration of dopants. The slight broadening of the $\sigma^*$ peak (C2) of the N-doped graphene in comparison to the commercial graphene, indicates longer-range distortions and is consistent with the disorder observed from the computed diffractograms in Figure 1d. In particular, the loss of some fine-structure features occurring in the C–K edge after the excitonic peak (e.g., at 296, 302, and 306 eV) and a broadening of the $\pi^*$ peak (C1) in the N-doped graphene EEL spectrum, as compared to the reference graphene, suggests the highly defective nature of the N-doped graphene.

Defects in the structure of the N-doped graphene lattice can be attributed to the graphene production method and the N-dopants. Direct visualization of the N-dopant atoms is not realistically possible due to the multilayered nature of the sample and the similarity in electron scattering of the C and N

Figure 2. (a) C–K edge ELNES from amorphous C (red), N-doped graphene with 50 ALD Pt cycles (green), and pure graphene (black). The C–K edge $\pi^*$ and $\sigma^*$ peaks are labeled as C1 and C2, respectively. The N-doped graphene and amorphous C EEL spectra in panel (a) were acquired from the corresponding colored outlined areas in panel (b), and the EEL spectrum of pure graphene in panel (a) was acquired from a standard commercial reference sample.
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atoms that gives rise to contrast in imaging techniques in TEM. Consequently, the site location of specific dopants in images such as Figure 1c,d cannot be taken further in our work. An additional defect source is due to the incorporation of O-species from the incomplete reduction of the GO, resulting in hydroxyl, epoxy, carbonyl, and carboxyl groups on the surface of the graphene lattice.33,44 These moieties can give rise to the broader onset of the $\sigma^*$ peak (C1) of the N-doped graphene edge in Figure 2a, but no single peak attributed to any of the O groups appears to dominate this well resolved region.45,46 O-containing defects contribute to the structural defects observed in Figure 1d, as EELS analysis of the O-containing defects contributes to the structural defects observed (see Supporting Information, Figure S2). This suggests that the defects in the graphene arise from the thermal exfoliation production method, the incomplete reduction, and the N-species; however, as suggested by the various characterization techniques, the overall short-range graphene quality is preserved.

3.2. Nitrogen Doping. Various experimental results report the incorporation of specific N-species in the graphene lattice through X-ray absorption near edge structures (XANES) of the N$\rightarrow$K edge,12,47–49 X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) binding energies,14,50 and DFT calculations.51 The N-dopant atoms were detected here with EELS through examination of the N$\rightarrow$K edge, as shown in Figure 3. Through quantification of the spectra, relative to the C$\rightarrow$K edge, the local concentration of the N atoms in different areas was determined (Table 1). The noise associated with the N$\rightarrow$K edge is a result of the low atomic N concentration, as reported in Table 1. In addition, from inspection of the near edge structure, the presence of strong features in the N$\rightarrow$K edge from 397 to 400 eV associated with $\pi$ hybridization (P1–P4), and the feature at 405 eV (P5) associated with $\sigma$ hybridization can be observed. Each N-dopant species has a specific bonding environment that represents a characteristic peak in the N$\rightarrow$K edge fine-structure appearing in the energy range from 397 to 400 eV, identified with increasing energy as pyridinic (P1), amino (P2), pyrrolic (P3), and graphitic (P4) (recognized in Figure 3).12,14,47–49,51

Unlike Nicholls et al.,35 an extra well-resolved feature attributed to the N atoms is not observed in the C$\rightarrow$K edge, as the EEL spectra were averaged over hundreds of nanometers in effort to extract the N$\rightarrow$K edge rather than acquiring atomically resolved spectra from surrounding C atoms. Although we cannot be quantitative in the absolute N-species concentration because reference spectra of individual species are not available, changes in the relative contributions of N atoms in various bonding environments can be shown. It is possible to infer, from the N$\rightarrow$K near edge structures (Figure 3) that there are local variations in the relative proportions of different N-species between N-doped FLG sheets and even possibly within a single sheet, as the relative intensity of the P1 to P4 peaks (hence the weight of pyridinic, amino, pyrrolic, and graphitic moieties) vary locally. The N concentration, as determined by EELS analysis, is within the same compositional range between each examined sheet in Figure 3 (Table 1); however, local variations in the distribution and concentration of the individual N-species exist among the graphene sheets. This is specifically evident through the presence of three peaks in sheet 2 (P1, P2, and P4), whereas only two peaks (P1, and P4) are observed in the other N-doped graphene sheets. P3 is not visible in the $\pi^*$ region due the requirement that the pyridinic defect must be present prior to doping and a possible overlap from the strong P4 peak.

From spatially resolved EELS measurements of several FLG flakes, it is also clear that N is not present in every sheet or its concentration is below the practical detection limit of EELS, of approximately 0.5% in our experimental conditions. It can be suggested that the variation in the relative overall concentration between sheets may be an effect of the location of the sheet within the bulk powder during the doping process. The ammonia gas would likely be more readily available to sheets directly exposed to the flow of the gas rather than within regions of the batch powder where doping would be limited by diffusion. N-doped graphene sheets in Table 1 were likely located near the surface of the batch powder during the doping process, while the sheets without a detectable N$\rightarrow$K edge were likely located deeper within the powder.

The N$\rightarrow$K near edge structures of the electrode material presented here suggests that each of the nondefect induced dopant sites (pyridinic (P1), amino (P2), and graphitic (P4)) are present in the samples under consideration. It is thus possible to infer that an enhanced ORR activity is expected.
when these materials are tested for their electrochemical performance. Nevertheless, the N-dopants are not homogeneously distributed across the graphene sheets or within the FLG sample, thus resulting in local variations of ORR. Our results also suggest that local measurements such as the ones reported in the present work, rather than average measurements with broad-beam methods, need to be carried out in order to optimize the synthesis and thus ensure full utilization of the electrode support for the ORR.

3.3. Platinum Catalyst. The Pt atoms and clusters deposited on N-doped graphene through ALD are visible in Figure 4a–c using HAADF imaging, where they appear as

![Figure 4](image-url)
bright dots over a darker background corresponding to the graphene support and vacuum. In each image, the N-doped graphene has localized small regions with fewer layers (examples encircled in orange) and folds, resulting in intensity variations in the support material through the mass-contrast contribution in the HAADF signal. The graphene and N-doping production method consistently yields multilayered, and folded sheets, as determined through HRTEM (Figure 1c).

Due to the multilayered nature of the N-doped FLG and sheet misorientations observed from the computed diffractogram (Figure 1d), the graphene lattice cannot be resolved using the experimental conditions for our HAADF imaging. Similarly the exact location of the Pt atoms with respect to the graphene hexagonal lattice and the N-dopants, as done previously by other researchers with other elements on single layer graphene cannot be retrieved.\textsuperscript{35,52,53} However, through quantitative analysis of the HAADF signals in our images (see Experimental Section), we can retrieve the location of the edges (yellow lines) composing the N-doped FLG and Pt atom and cluster locations (pink dots) (Figure 4d–f). From this analysis, it is clear that the Pt atoms are primarily located along the edges of the graphene stacked nanosheets with few Pt atoms situated in the central part of the sheets (indicated by green arrows).

Remarkably, in each set of ALD cycles (50, 100, and 150), Pt atoms and few-atom clusters are observed on the N-doped graphene support rather than nanoparticles. According to Sun et al.,\textsuperscript{25} increased ALD cycling results in increased Pt loading, and the formation and growth of nanoparticles on pure graphene nanosheets. Instead, our work shows that the growth of nanoparticles did not occur within the N-doped graphene samples, as the atoms and clusters appear to be stabilized, and thus rendered immobile by the defects within the graphene lattice and the N-dopants. Also, a decreased nominal Pt loading in comparison to the graphene nanosheets reported by Sun et al.\textsuperscript{25} may be responsible for the lack of nanoparticles in the N-doped samples. Furthermore, our measurements show that the specific Pt density in the N-doped samples varied among locations on the graphene sheets, likely due to local variations in defects in the graphene lattice, N-dopant concentration, dopant site distribution, and variations in Pt loading. It is expected, as suggested by Hsueh et al.,\textsuperscript{11} that increasing the number of ALD cycles and therefore the Pt loading, would eventually form nanoparticles as the N-dopant and edge nucleation sites are filled by Pt atoms, but this is not observed up to the 150 ALD cycles in our work.

HRTEM, using negative Cs imaging conditions (Figure 5), can be used to provide complementary information to the HAADF images in Figure 4. The Pt atoms are observed as sharp dots in the HRTEM images\textsuperscript{54,55} and the amorphous C contamination is encircled in blue, where the contrast of the image is dependent on the microscope imaging parameters. However, the unambiguous identification of Pt atoms and clusters is difficult in the HRTEM images, due to the multilayered nature of the graphene. To more precisely observe the location of the Pt with respect to local graphene defects and N-dopants, experiments with single sheet graphene would need to be conducted. Further, the presence of Pt on the N-doped FLG is confirmed with EDXS (Figure S3). Small Pt peaks are present in the EDX spectrum of the sample (Figure S3), while no such peaks are observed in the reference spectrum acquired over vacuum. The Cu, and C in the reference spectrum are due to the lacey C support on the Cu TEM grid, while the Mo and Mn are likely originating from the sample holder, apertures, and instrumental contributions. The spectrum from the N-doped FLG and the comparison of the in-vacuum spectrum confirm that the Pt signal is arising from the sample rather than instrumental effects or contamination. Further, the O in both the reference and sample spectra is related to an incomplete reduction of the GO.

We can now discuss the relationship between the Pt observation and the detection of N in different bonding configurations. Through various calculations\textsuperscript{15,20} in literature, it
has been shown that Pt is expected to bind to the C atoms adjacent to N-dopants due to the imposed positive charge. Holmes et al.\textsuperscript{15} showed, in fact, that N incorporation increases Pt nucleation and that Pt ripening is unfavorable over pyridinic sites. This creates an ideal situation for Pt catalyst deposition as it results in an increased Pt loading without Pt agglomeration, as shown in Figures 4 and 5 through the production of Pt atoms and clusters. The predominant location of Pt at N-doped graphene edges (Figure 4) and the lack of Pt ripening is consistent with calculations,\textsuperscript{9} suggesting that the adsorption energy of Pt on graphene is enhanced at edge locations due to dangling bonds and the presence of pyridinic-type dopants at the FLG edge, thus allowing for the stable formation of atoms and clusters. Additionally, Kong et al.\textsuperscript{9} calculated that the diffusion rate of Pt on the surface of graphene is greater than the diffusion at edge sites, which is consistent with the experimental data found here with the location of Pt on graphene edges. An additional contribution to the observation is due to Groves et al.\textsuperscript{56} who concluded that N-doping enhances the adsorption energy of Pt on C. Thus, the presence of Pt atoms and clusters located on the terraces of the graphene nanosheets (labeled with green arrows in Figure 4) and not as Pt nanoparticles, is likely linked to N-dopants increasing the Pt–C bond energy or to vacancies in the graphene lattice.\textsuperscript{15} This possibly suggests that the Pt remains in atomic and atomic-clusters form on the N-doped graphene due to the incorporation of vacancies and edge defects, and the increased binding energy between Pt and C from N-dopants, therefore reducing the mobility of Pt on the surface of the FLG and preventing the growth into larger nanoparticles. The EEL spectra in Figure 3 indicate that pyridinic-N (peak P1) is contained in each examined graphene nanosheet, which can influence the preferential position of Pt atoms and clusters at the edge of these sheets. According to calculations performed by Holmes et al.,\textsuperscript{15} Pt nucleation is more favorable on pyridinic-type dopants rather than graphitic-type, while Pt ripening is unfavorable on pyridinic-type in comparison to graphitic-type. The schematic in Figure 6 illustrates the bonding configuration of the stabilized Pt atoms at the edge location adjacent to the pyridinic-type dopant. The favored nucleation on pyridinic-type over graphitic-type dopants increases the probability of Pt atoms chemisorbing to edge locations, thus adopting the configuration shown in Figure 6. Our study agrees with these calculations,\textsuperscript{15} as the EEL spectra in Figure 3 indicate that both pyridinic (P1)- and graphitic (P4)-type dopants moderate the effect of both ripening and nucleation in the sample. However, it is clear from Figure 4 that Pt prefers to nucleate at edge sites, thus resulting in the formation of atoms and clusters at edges rather than a continued growth to nanoparticles from the increased binding energy of available dangling bonds and the decreased ripening from N-dopants.

We now discuss the role of N-dopant sites on the ALD growth mechanism. The literature on C nanotubes indicates that a substrate-enhanced growth rate of ALD Pt occurs when defects are introduced by oxygen plasma treatment.\textsuperscript{11} That work showed that Pt atoms initially attach at defect sites and linearly grow into nanoparticles with subsequent ALD cycles once the defect sites are filled.\textsuperscript{11} This suggests that preferential formation of Pt atoms and clusters can be controlled through the number of successive ALD cycles, where Pt atoms and clusters will form when nucleation sites remain available by ensuring the Pt atomic density does not exceed the lattice defect density. The literature discussed here and the results shown in Figure 4 suggest that, in order to ensure that Pt atoms and clusters are consistently formed, both defective N-doped graphene and ALD are required to increase the binding energy from dangling bonds at defect sites and N-dopants, and to control the Pt density with deposition cycles, respectively. Because the N-dopant species and overall N concentration are not consistent between and among graphene nanosheets as shown here, the Pt distribution is varied. Unfortunately, more ALD cycles could result in low N concentration graphene nanosheets containing Pt nanoparticles, while other areas with high N concentration would still maintain atoms and clusters. In an effort to homogenize the Pt distribution, and potentially the Pt size (assuming more ALD cycles are performed) and specific activity, the N-dopant distribution and concentration must be made consistent.

Overall, our results have important implications for the steps involved in the operation of the PEMFC. During ORR, it is desirable to increase the number of active sites by enhancing the surface area to volume ratio of the Pt particles, and to prevent Pt agglomeration with time. Calculations\textsuperscript{26,27} have been completed to examine the efficiency of Pt atoms and clusters as catalysts for the PEMFC; however, the inability to deposit single atoms without the formation of nanoparticles has limited experimental measurements. The observations in the study presented here demonstrate that the development of stable Pt atoms and clusters in the absence of nanoparticles has been realized. Thus our work paves the way to examine the efficiency of Pt atoms and clusters as catalysts for the PEMFC. Through the combination of the characterization techniques and material preparation methods presented in this work, the efficiency of the ORR can be better understood and then optimized. Work is currently in progress to systematically assess the catalytic properties of the well controlled samples.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have presented a detailed chemical and structural investigation of N-doped FLG graphene derived from GO on which Pt was deposited by ALD. From HRTEM and computed diffractograms, we have shown that the short-range hexagonal characteristic lattice of graphene was largely preserved after N-doping, but a high density of disorder was present. Detailed high-resolution spectroscopic analysis through ELNES of the C–K edge showed that the nature of the graphene sp$^2$ hybridization, consistent with strong π* and σ* peaks, was maintained after N-doping. We were able to probe the dopant-site locations of the N-species through detailed analysis of the N–K edge, which showed strong features consistent with pyridinic, amino, and graphitic sites. Based on the literature that we have discussed, the features...
present in the near edge structures promote an increase in the Pt–C binding energy. We have demonstrated that the dopant concentration varies among and within the graphene sheets and that local probing techniques, rather than bulk average methods, must be used to assess the effectiveness of the doping process. Most importantly, the effects of the reduced Pt particle size achieved through ALD and the prevention of the Pt agglomeration from N-doping and dangling bonds were apparent through HAADF and HRTEM imaging, where only single Pt atoms and atomic clusters were observed. These are sustained primarily at graphene edges with few atoms and clusters stable on terrace sites. This effect was maintained up to 150 ALD cycles without the formation of nanoparticles. We have therefore shown that N-doped graphene, in combination with ALD, provides a controlled means to produce single atoms and atomic clusters of Pt. The techniques presented here pave the way to fine-tune the specific N-dopant selection and the Pt size in order to ultimately address the current issues limiting the mass-production of the PEMFC.
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